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Abstract
A graph G is said to be super-connected if any minimum cut of G isolates a vertex. In a previous work due to the second author of
this note, super-connected graphs which are both vertex transitive and edge transitive are characterized. In this note, we generalize
the characterization to edge transitive graphs which are not necessarily vertex transitive, showing that the only irreducible edge
transitive graphs which are not super-connected are the cycles Cn(n6) and the line graph of the 3-cube, where irreducible means
the graph has no vertices with the same neighbor set. Furthermore, we give some sufﬁcient conditions for reducible edge transitive
graphs to be super-connected.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A network is often modelled as a graph G = (V ,E). The connectivity of G, (G), has long been used to measure
the reliability of the network. For further study, Boesch proposed the concept of super-connected graphs [3]. A graph
G is said to be super-connected if any minimum cut of G isolates a vertex. In recent years, there are many studies on
this subject, see [5,6,9] for example.
In the design of network topology, graphs of high symmetry are often used because they usually have many desirable
properties. For instance, vertex transitive graphs aremaximally edge connected and edge transitive graphs aremaximally
(vertex) connected [8,10,11]. It is well known that (G)(G)dmin(G), where (G) is the edge connectivity of G,
and dmin(G) is the minimum degree of G. So, a graph G is said to be maximally edge connected if (G) = dmin(G),
and maximally (vertex) connected if (G) = dmin(G). Denote by Aut(G) the automorphism group of G. A graph G
is said to be vertex transitive, if for any two vertices u and v, there exists an automorphism  ∈ Aut(G), such that
(u) = v. Similarly, a graph G is said to be edge transitive, if for any two edges e and f, there exists an automorphism
 ∈ Aut(G), such that (e) = f .
The lexicographic product of a graph G by a graph H, denoted by G(H), is the graph with vertex set V (G)×V (H),
and two vertices (u1, v1) and (u2, v2) are adjacent in G(H) if and only if either u1 is adjacent to u2 in G or u1 = u2
and v1 is adjacent to v2 in H. Denote by Cn the cycle of length n, Nm the empty graph of order m, Q3 the 3-cube,
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L(Q3) the line graph of Q3. In [9], Meng characterized super-connected graphs which are both vertex transitive and
edge transitive.
Theorem A (Meng [9]). Let G be a connected graph which is both vertex transitive and edge transitive. Then G is
not super-connected if and only if GCn(Nm)(n6) or GL(Q3)(Nm).
Clearly, G(Nm) can be obtained from G by duplicating each vertex m times, duplicated vertices having the same
neighbor set as the original one. A graph G is said to be reducible if there exist two vertices u and v with the same
neighbor set. Otherwise, G is said to be irreducible. So, the essence of the above theorem is that except for Cn(n6)
andL(Q3), all connected irreducible graphs which are both vertex transitive and edge transitive are super-connected.
We show in this note that the same is true for all irreducible edge transitive graphs (which are not necessarily vertex
transitive). Furthermore, we give some sufﬁcient conditions for reducible edge transitive graphs to be super-connected.
In the remaining of this section, we introduce some terminologies. For a subset A of V (G), let (A)=G(A)={u ∈
V \A| there exists v ∈ A, such that (u, v) ∈ E} be the neighbor set of A, (A) = G(A) = V \(A ∪ (A)). For a
nonempty vertex set A of V, if (A) = ∅, then (A) is a cut of G, and thus |(A)|(G). A vertex set A is said to
be a fragment of G, if (A) is a minimum cut of G. A fragment A with 2 |A| |V (G)| − (G) − 2 is called a strict
fragment of G. If there exists a strict fragment in G, then G is said to be degenerate. Clearly, if A is a strict fragment
of G, so is (A). A smallest strict fragment of G is called a super atom of G, whose cardinality is denoted by (G).
2. Characterization of super-connected irreducible edge transitive graphs
In a bipartite graph G, if for any two vertices u and v in a same part, there exists an automorphism  ∈ Aut(G), such
that (u) = v, then G is said to be bi-transitive.
Theorem B (Biggs [2]). LetGbe an edge transitive graph. If G is not vertex transitive, thenG is a bipartite bi-transitive
graph.
In view of this result, we see that to complete the characterization of super-connected edge transitive graphs, it
sufﬁces to consider bipartite bi-transitive graphs. The key to the proof lies in the structure of super atoms.
In [6], Hamidoune studied the intersections of distinct super atoms in a class of directed graphs derived from a
balanced Cauchy relation (roughly speaking, such digraphs are vertex transitive with maximum vertex connectivity).
In fact, his results can be generalized to connected degenerate graphs which are not necessarily vertex transitive and
do not necessarily have maximum vertex connectivity. The proof idea below is the same as that in [6].
Lemma 1. Let G be a connected degenerate graph, A be a super atom of G, B be a strict fragment of G, A ∩ B = ∅
and AB. Then,
(i) |A ∩ B| = 1;
(ii) |A ∩ (B)| = |(A) ∩ (B)|;
(iii) every vertex in (A ∩ (B)) ∪ ((A) ∩ B) ∪ ((A) ∩ (B)) is adjacent to the unique vertex in A ∩ B.
Proof. Denote R1 = A ∩ (B), R2 = B ∩ (A), R3 = (A) ∩ (B), R4 = (A) ∩ (B) and R5 = (A) ∩ (B).
R2 R3
R1
R4
R5
Since (A ∩ B) ⊇ (A) = ∅, we see that (A ∩ B) is a vertex cut, and thus |(A ∩ B)|(G). If |R1|< |R4|, then
|(A ∩ B)| |R1| + |R2| + |R3|< |R4| + |R2| + |R3| = |(A)| = (G),
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which is impossible. So, |R1| |R4|. It follows that
|(B)\(A)| |A ∩ (B)| + |R4| |A ∩ (B)| + |R1| = |A\B|.
Since (B) is also a strict fragment, we have |(B)| |A|. So,
|(B) ∩ (A)| = |(B)| − |(B)\(A)| |A| − |A\B| = |A ∩ B|1,
which implies (A) ∩ (B) = ∅. If |R1|> |R4|, then
|((A) ∩ (B))| |R3| + |R4| + |R5|< |R3| + |R1| + |R5| = |(B)| = (G).
But since ((A) ∩ (B)) ⊇ A = ∅, we have |((A) ∩ (B))|(G), a contradiction. So, |R1| = |R4|, and (ii) is
proved. Since (A ∪ B) ⊇ (A) ∩ (B) = ∅, we see that (A ∪ B) is a cut of G, and thus |(A ∪ B)|(G). By the
following well known submodular inequality (see, for example, Ref. [10])
|(A ∩ B)| + |(A ∪ B)| |(A)| + |(B)|,
we have
2(G) |(A ∩ B)| + |(A ∪ B)| |(A)| + |(B)| = 2(G),
which implies |(A∩B)|=(G). SoA∩B is a fragment ofG smaller thanA. This may happen only when |A∩B|=1,
(i) is proved. Finally, every vertex in R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 must be adjacent to the unique vertex in A ∩ B, otherwise a
contradiction will occur as
|(A ∩ B)| |R1| + |R2| + |R3| − 1 = |R4| + |R2| + |R3| − 1 = |(A)| − 1< (G). 
The girth of G, denoted by g(G), is the length of a shortest cycle in G. The following lemma studies the structure
of super atoms when g(G)4.
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected degenerate graph with (G)3 and g(G)4, A be a super atom of G, and B be a
strict fragment of G. If A ∩ B = ∅, then A ⊆ B.
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose A ∩ B = ∅ and AB. Then, by Lemma 1 (i), we have |A ∩ B| = 1. Suppose u is
the unique vertex in A ∩ B. Use the notation as in the proof of Lemma 1.
Claim 1: R2 = ∅.
First, we will prove that |R2|1. Since |A ∩ B| = 1 and |A|2, we have A\B = ∅. Since (A\B) ⊇ (A) = ∅,
(A\B) is a cut of G, and thus |(A\B)|(G). By Lemma 1 (iii), every vertex in R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 is adjacent to u.
Since g(G)4, no vertex in R2 is adjacent to any vertex in R1. So, (A\B) ⊆ (A ∩ B) ∪ R3 ∪ R4, and thus
(G) |(A\B)| |A ∩ B| + |R3| + |R4| = 1 + |(A)| − |R2| = 1 + (G) − |R2|.
It follows that |R2|1.
If R2 = ∅, then |R2| = 1. Substituting |R2| = 1 into the above inequality, we have |(A\B)| = (G). So, A\B is a
fragment smaller than A. This may happen only when |A\B| = 1. It follows that |A| = 2, contradicting that (G)3.
So, R2 = ∅.
Claim 2: R1 = ∅.
This can be proved by showing that |R1| |R2|. SinceR2=∅ and |B|2, we haveB∩(A) = ∅. Since (B∩(A) ⊇
(B) = ∅, (B ∩ (A)) is a cut of G. If |R1|> |R2|, then
(G) |(B ∩ (A))| |R2| + |R3| + |R5|< |R1| + |R3| + |R5| = |(B)| = (G),
a contradiction. So, |R1| |R2|, and thus R1 = ∅ by Claim 1.
Claim 3: R4 = ∅.
This can be seen from
(G) |(A ∩ B)| = |R3| |R2| + |R3| + |R4| = |A| = (G).
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Now, it is obvious that (A\B) = R3 = (A). For |A|3, we have |A\B|2. But then, A\B is a smaller strict
fragment than A, a contradiction. 
An imprimitive block of G is a vertex set A ⊆ V (G), such that for any automorphism  ∈ Aut(G), either (A)=A
or (A) ∩ A = ∅.
Theorem C (Tindell [10]). Let G be a connected edge transitive graph and A be an imprimitive block of G. Then, A
is an independent subset of G.
Lemma 3. Let G be a connected degenerate bipartite edge transitive graph. Then (G) = 2.
Proof. Clearly,(G)2. Suppose(G)3. We will now derive a contradiction. SinceG is a bipartite graph, we have
g(G)4. It follows from Lemma 2 that the intersection of any two distinct super atoms of G is empty. This implies
that every super atom of G is an imprimitive block, and thus it is an independent set by Theorem C. Let A be a super
atom of G. Then, every vertex in A has (A) as its neighbor set. By the minimality of A, we have |A|=2, contradicting
|A| = (G)3. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected degenerate bipartite edge transitive graph, and A be a super atom of G. If the
subgraph of G induced by A is an edge, then G is a cycle.
Proof. Suppose (X, Y ) is the bipartition of G. Since G is bi-transitive by Theorem B (note that if G is vertex transitive,
then it is also bi-transitive), all vertices in a same part have the same degree. Assume that every vertex in X has degree
dX, and every vertex in Y has degree dY . Suppose, without loss of generality, that dXdY .
Since g(G)4, we have |(A)| = dX + dY − 2. Because an edge transitive graph is maximally connected [11], we
have |(A)| = (G) = dX. It follows that dY = 2 and dX2. Now, dX cannot be one, since otherwise GK1,2 which
is not degenerate. So, dX = 2, and thus G is 2-regular, which implies that G is a cycle. 
Now, we are ready to characterize super-connected irreducible edge transitive graphs.
Theorem 1. LetG be a connected irreducible edge transitive graph.Then,G is super-connectedwith the only exception
when GCn(n6) orL(Q3).
Proof. If G is also vertex transitive, the result follows from Theorem A. Otherwise, suppose G is bipartite and
degenerate. Let A be a super atom of G. Then, |A| = 2 by Lemma 3. If A is independent, then the two vertices in A
have a common neighbor set, contradicting that G is irreducible. So, the subgraph of G induced by A is an edge, and
thus G is a cycle by Lemma 4. 
3. Sufﬁcient conditions for reducible edge transitive graphs to be super-connected
In the case that the graph is reducible, the study is closely related with the concept of super-connectivity [1,4,7].
A vertex cut C is said to be a super-cut of G, if every component of G−C has at least two vertices. The cardinality of
a minimum super-cut is the super-connectivity of G, denoted by 1(G). Clearly, a graph G is super-connected if and
only if 1(G)>dmin(G).
For a graph G, deﬁne an equivalence relation R on V (G): for u, v ∈ V (G), uRv if and only if (u)=(v). According
to this equivalence, V is partitioned into some nonempty sets A1, . . . , Ap. For any vertex u ∈ Ai , Ai is the set of
vertices having the same neighbor set with u in G. Clearly, each Ai is an imprimitive block of G.
Lemma 5. Let G be a connected graph, C a minimum cut of G, F an equivalence class of V (G). Then, either F ⊆ C
or F ∩ C = ∅.
Proof. Since vertices in a same equivalence class play the same role in connecting the graph, the result follows from
the minimality of C. In fact, if F ∩ C = ∅ and FC, then C − F will be a smaller cut of G. 
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Deﬁne a quotient graph G¯ = G/R of G: the vertices of G¯ are Ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , p), and AiAj is an edge in G¯ if and
only if some vertex in Ai is adjacent to some vertex in Aj in G.
By the imprimitivity of Ai’s, the following result is easy to see.
Lemma 6. LetG be a connected bipartite edge transitive graph, then the quotient graph G¯ is also a connected bipartite
edge transitive graph.
In the following, we assume that G is an edge transitive bipartite graph with bipartition (X, Y ). By the bi-transitivity
ofG, wemay assume that every vertex inX has degree dX, every vertex inY has degree dY . By Lemma 6, wemay assume
that G¯= (X¯, Y¯ ) and every vertex in X¯ has degree dX¯ and every vertex in Y¯ has degree dY¯ . Since G is bi-transitive, there
are at most two different sizes of equivalence classes, that is, every equivalence class containing vertices from X has
mX vertices, every equivalence class containing vertices fromY hasmY vertices. Then, it is easy to see that dX =dX¯mY ,
dY = dY¯mX. For a vertex set C ⊆ V (G), set CX = C ∩ X, CY = C ∩ Y .
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected edge transitive bipartite graph which is not super-connected. Use notation as the
above. Suppose G¯Cn(n6) orL(Q3). Then, there exists a super-cut C¯ of G¯ satisfying
dX¯|C¯X¯| + dY¯ |C¯Y¯ |dX¯dY¯ .
Proof. By Theorem A, G is not vertex transitive, and thus is bipartite. Let C be a minimum cut of G such that G − C
has no isolated vertices. By Lemma 5, C is composed of disjoint equivalence classes. Contracting them, we obtain a
vertex set C¯ of V (G¯). Clearly, C¯ is a super-cut of G¯. Suppose, without loss of generality, that dXdY . Recall that an
edge transitive graph is maximally connected. So |C| = dX. It follows that
|C¯X¯| · mX + |C¯Y¯ | · mY = mYdX¯,
and thus
mX = dX¯ − |C¯Y¯ ||C¯X¯|
mY .
Combining this with dX¯mY = dXdY = dY¯mX, the desired result follows. 
Corollary 1. Let G be a connected edge transitive bipartite graph. Use notation as the above. If G¯Cn(n6) or
L(Q3), and 1(G¯) max{dX¯, dY¯ }, then G is super-connected.
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that dX¯dY¯ . If G is not super-connected, then it follows from Theorem A
and Theorem 2 that there exists a super-cut C¯ of G¯, such that
dX¯dY¯ dX¯1(G¯)dX¯|C¯|dX¯|C¯X¯| + dY¯ |C¯Y¯ |dX¯dY¯ .
This is possible only when all inequalities become equalities. In particular, |C¯| = dX¯ = dY¯ . So, C¯ is a minimum cut of
G¯. Since G¯ is irreducible, it follows from Theorem 1 that G¯ is super-connected. Hence, there is an isolated vertex in
G¯ − C¯, contradicting that C¯ is a super-cut. 
A graph is semi-transitive if it is edge transitive and regular but is not vertex transitive. As a consequence of
Corollary 1, we have:
Corollary 2. Let G be a connected edge transitive graph. If G¯ is semi-transitive, then G is super-connected.
It still remains a problem to study super-connectivity in edge transitive graphs.
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